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JAN 14- JAN 20

INSIDER ACCESS TO  
WHAT’S NEW/NEXT IN 
BOSTON

Hito Steyerl: Liquidity Inc. 
Institute of Contemporary Arts
Boston, MA 02210

Hito is an artist, filmaker, and writer whose art 
speaks urgently to our digitally mediated era. In 
her work, she has addressed the wide-ranging ef-
fects of today’s mass proliferation and dissemina-
tion of images, issues of surveillance and militari-
zation, and the evolving functions of techonolgy in 
our networked culture. 

INSIDER TIP Steyerl grew up and studied art in 
Berlin and has won countless awards for her artis-
tic films and writings. 

 

TALK LIKE A LOCAL
Know slang from the streets.

Bang
Another casual aggressive way to say “turn”

“Bang a U-ie up here”

 

Paige Shelton
100 Stuart Street, Boston, MA 02116
paige.shelton@whotels.com

 

   

Get ready to amp-up your stay in New England's most revolutionary city. Whether 
you’re visiting for work or play, we’ve got you covered with the coolest, locals-only tips 
to maximize your stay.

Station Bistro & KTV
20 Hudson Street
Boston, MA 02111

If you are looking for a fantastic way to get some 
dirt on your friends, bring them to Station Bistro & 
KTV. It is the newest hot spot for Korean karaoke 
located right in the middle of the city in China-
town. 

They have private rooms for you and all of your 
frirends with bottle service, a snack menu, and all 
of the latest karaoke accessories. 

Not only that- but they have a karaoke “happy 
hour” with discounted room prices before 8PM. 

No longer do you need to stand in front of a giant 
room filled with strangers if you want to belt out 
Mariah’s 90’s hit setlist, only your closest friends. 

Keep an eye out for anyone taking video. Remeber, 
blackmail comes in many shapes and forms. 

 

INSIDER TIP Karaoke literally means “empty or-
chestra” in Japanese. Its origins stems from the 
early 1960’s. 

Fetty Wap
Tuesday, 1/16 @7:00PM
House of Blues, Boston

Fetty Wap aka Willie Maxwell is coming to Boston 
to perform all of your favorite trap songs. 

Fetty Wap skyrocketed to the top of the charts 
with his debut single “ Trap Queen” in 2015 when 
it hit number two on the U.S. Billboard Hot 100. 
His two follow up singles “679” and “My Way” also 
ended up in the Top 10 later that year. 

Growing up in New Jersey, Maxwell was born with 
glaucoma in both of his eyes. The doctors were 
able to save one of his eyes, but the other was fit-
ted with an ocular prosthesis. This never slowed 
him down, he began rapping when he was 21 and 
hasn’t stopped since. 

The name “Fetty” was given to him because he 
was always known for making money. The “Wap” 
was added as a tribute to Gucci Mane’s alias Gu-
Wop.

 

INSIDER TIP Fetty Wap referrs to his own musical 
style as “ ignorant R&B” because of the combina-
tion of singing and rapping. 


